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Data



Input-output tables The primary source of data is from the World Input-Output Database (see Timmer et al., 2015, http://www.wiod.org/new site/database/niots.htm). The WIOD covers 41 regions (40 countries plus a rest-of-the-world aggregate) as given in
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Table A.1. The database includes world input-output tables that contains data on bilateral trade between each country in each sector, value added, gross output, and intermediate inputs in each country and sector. I construct bilateral trade shares for each country pair in each sector by following Bernard et al. (2003) as follows: Xbij , ABSbi where i denotes the importer, j denotes the exporter, and b denotes the sector. Xbij denotes trade flows from j to i, and ABSbi is country i’s absorption in sector b defined as gross output less net exports. πbij =



Price and productivity Data are from three sources: 1) the GGDC 10-sector Database (see Timmer, de Vries, and de Vries, 2014, http://www.rug.nl/research/ggdc/data/10-sectordatabase), 2) the EU KLEMS Database: http://www.rug.nl/research/ggdc/data/eu-klemsdatabase, and 3) GGDC Productivity Level Database (see Inklaar and Timmer, 2014, http://www.rug.nl/research/ggdc/data/ggdc-productivity-level-database). To begin, I gather data on value added in current prices, value added in constant prices, and total employment by sector from sources 1 and 2. I compute value-added prices (indexed to a base year) for each sector as the value added in current prices divided by value added in constant prices. The data are provided a for 10 sub sectors, which I aggregate up to three sectors as follows. For the value added at current pricesP I take the sum of the relevant sub sectors to construct the sector-level value added as Vb = k∈b Vk , where b is one of the three main sectors, and k is one of the 10 sub sectors. For the value added at constant prices I apply a T¨ornqvist index to construct growth rates for each of the three sectors as Y Vbtcon = con Vbt−1 k∈b







Vktcon con Vkt−1



 skt +s2kt−1 ,



where Vktcon is the value added at constant prices at time t in sub sector k and skt is the share of sub sector k in sector b’s value added at time t. I compute measured value-added productivity as value added in constant prices divided by the number of workers engaged in each sector. Next I convert the value-added units into gross output units by using theory. In Appendix C I show that measured value-added productivity in sector b in country i equals 1 ν



Zbibi , where Zbi is the corresponding gross output productivity. I also show that the value-added price index in sector b in country i equals   1−ν, bi νbi   −µ bni 1 Y Pni ν  νbi Pbibi (1 − νbi ) µbni n∈{a,m,s}
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where Pbi is the price of gross output in sector b in country i. Using the constructed series for value-added prices, I invert the above expressions to recover the measured gross-output productivity and gross-output prices from the data. Since the prices are indexed to 1 in a base year, they are not comparable across countries. In order to make them internationally comparable I utilize data from source 3. Source 3 provides data on prices across the same 34 sectors as in WIOD for the year 2005. The prices correspond to gross-output prices, which means they are the best empirical counterpart to the prices in my model. I aggregate the prices up to the three-sector level by using grossoutput weights, where the gross output data come from WIOD. I then splice the time series price indices to the internationally comparable prices to create a panel of prices that are comparable both across countries and over time. National accounts and other aggregate data For the 40 individual countries from WIOD, I collect data on expenditure-side GDP at chained PPP from version 8.0 of the Penn World Table (see Feenstra, Inklaar, and Timmer, 2015). This is also the source of the data on population. I set the labor endowment equal to the total population. For the RoW aggregate, I sum the aggregate expenditure-side real GDP at chained PPP and population for all countries in PWT and subtract the 40 individual countries in WIOD from the sum. I then use the ratio of the expenditure-side real GDP at chained PPP and divide by population to construct GDP per capita. Table A.1: Countries AUS AUT BEL BGR BRA CAN CHN CYP CZE DEU DNK ESP EST FIN



Australia FRA Austria GBR Belgium GRC Bulgaria HUN Brazil IDN Canada IND China IRL Cyprus ITA Czech Republic JPN Germany KOR Denmark LTU Spain LUX Estonia LVA Finland MEX



France United Kingdom Greece Hungary Indonesia India Ireland Italy Japan South Korea Lithuania Luxembourg Latvia Mexico
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MLT NLD POL PRT ROU RUS SVK SVN SWE TUR TWN USA RoW



Malta Netherlands Poland Portugal Romania Russia Slovakia Slovenia Sweden Turkey Taiwan United States Rest of World



Table A.2: Sectors a 1 m 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 s 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34



Agriculture Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry and Fishing Industry Mining and Quarrying Food, Beverages and Tobacco Textiles and Textile Products Leather, Leather and Footwear Wood and Products of Wood and Cork Pulp, Paper, Paper , Printing and Publishing Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel Chemicals and Chemical Products Rubber and Plastics Other Non-Metallic Mineral Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal Machinery, Nec Electrical and Optical Equipment Transport Equipment Manufacturing, Nec; Recycling Electricity, Gas and Water Supply Services Construction Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Retail Sale of Fuel Wholesale Trade and Commission Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles Retail Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Repair of Household Goods Hotels and Restaurants Inland Transport Water Transport Air Transport Other Supporting and Auxiliary Transport Activities; Activities of Travel Agencies Post and Telecommunications Financial Intermediation Real Estate Activities Renting of M&Eq and Other Business Activities Public Admin and Defense; Compulsory Social Security Education Health and Social Work Other Community, Social and Personal Services
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B



Equilibrium conditions



Household optimization The derivations for the household optimization problem are given in Appendix C. The problem can be broken down into two steps. First, the aggregate consumption demand and corresponding ideal consumer price index satisfy 1   1−σ  εb −σ X wi Li − ζi Li  Ci Ci = and Pci = ωbσ Pbi1−σ  . Pci Ci Li b∈{a,m,s}



Second, taking aggregate consumption and the corresponding ideal consumer price index as given, the sectoral demand for consumption satisfies  −σ  εb Pbi Ci σ Cbi = Li ωb . Pci Li Firm optimization From now on each variety in sector b is denoted by its vector of idiosyncratic productivity draws zb = (zb1 , zb2 , . . . , zbI )0 as in Alvarez and Lucas (2007). Markets are perfectly competitive, so firms set prices equal to marginal costs. Denote the price of variety zb , produced in country j and purchased by country i, as pbij (zb ). Then pbij (zb ) = pbjj (zb )dbij , where pbjj (zb ) is the marginal cost of producing variety zb in country j. Since country i purchases each variety from the country that can deliver it at the lowest price, the price in country i is pbi (zb ) = minj=1,...,I [pbjj (zb )dbij ]. The price of the sector b composite good in country i is then " I #− θ1 b X −ν  −θb bl Pbi = γb Tbl ubl dbil , (B.1) l=1







νbi hQ 



µbni i1−νbi



Pni where ubi = νwbii is the unit cost for a bundle of inputs for producers n µbni in sector b in country i. Next I define total factor usage in sector b by aggregating up across the individual goods.



Z



Z



Z



Lbi =



Lbi (zb )ϕb (zb )dzb , Mbni = Mbni (zb )ϕb (zb )dzb , and Ybi = ybi (zb )ϕb (zb )dzb , Q where ϕb = i ϕbi is the joint density for idiosyncratic productivity draws across countries in sector b (ϕbi is country i’s density function). The term Lbi (zb ) denotes the quantity of labor employed in the production of variety zb . If country i imports good zb , then Lbi (zb ) = 0. Hence, Lbi is the total quantity of labor employed in sector b in country i. Similarly, Mbni denotes the quantity of good n that country i uses as an intermediate input in production in sector b, and Ybi is the quantity of the sector b output produced by country i. At the firm level, factor expenses exhaust the value of output, which implies: wi Lbi = νbi Pbi Ybi and Pni Mbni = (1 − νbi )µbni Pbi Ybi . 5



(B.2) (B.3)



Trade flows In sector b the fraction of country i’s expenditures allocated to goods produced by country j is given by  πbij =



−νbj



Tbj



I P



ubj dbij



−θb .



(B.4)



−θ Tbl−νbl ubl dbil b



l=1



Market clearing conditions Within each country, markets must clear: X Lni = Li and



(B.5)



n∈{a,m,s}



Cbi +



X



Mnbi = Qbi , for each b ∈ {a, m, s}.



(B.6)



n∈{a,m,s}



The first condition imposes labor market clearing in country i. The second condition requires that the use of composite good b equal its supply. Its use consists of consumption by the representative household and intermediate use by domestic firms. Its supply is the quantity of the composite good, consisting of both domestically- and foreign-produced varieties. The next conditions require that the value of output produced by country i is equal to the value that all countries purchase from country i. That is,   I X X Pbj Cbj + (B.7) Pbj Mnbj  πbji . Pbi Ybi = j=1



n∈{a,m,s}



Finally I impose an aggregate resource constraint in each country: the sum of net exports across sectors must equal the value of net lending. X ζi = Pbi Ybi − Pbi Qbi . | {z } b∈{a,m,s} Net exports in sector b



C



Derivations



This section of the Appendix describes some derivations that are used in the paper.



C.1



Household’s optimization problem



The following derivations characterize the sectoral demand equations for the representative household. Much of this can be found in Comin, Lashkari, and Mestieri (2015), the difference being that in their model all quantities are expressed in per-capita terms to begin with,
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whereas in my model quantities are in aggregate terms. Ignoring country subscripts, the representative household’s Lagrangian takes the following form:       εbσ−σ   σ−1 X X σ Cb C C  + λ (wL − ζ) − L = + ρ 1 − P b Cb  . ωb L L L b∈{a,m,s}



b∈{a,m,s}



The first-order condition for Cb is    σ−1   εbσ−σ     Cb σ 1 C σ−1 L − λPb 0 = −ρωb L σ L Cb L   εbσ−σ   σ−1 C Cb σ λσ = Pb C b . ⇒ ωb L L ρ(1 − σ)  εb −σ  σ−1 P P But since b∈{a,m,s} ωb CL σ CLb σ = 1 and b∈{a,m,s} Pb Cb = (wL − ζ), it follows that ρ(1 − σ) = (wL − ζ), λσ which further implies that   εbσ−σ   σ−1 Cb σ P b Cb C = ωb . L L wL − ζ Define Pc to be the ideal consumer P price index for aggregate consumption, C. Then the budget constraint implies that b∈{a,m,s} Pb Cb = Pc C = wL − ζ. Therefore, consumer demand for good b is  εb  −σ C Pb σ Cb = Lωb . L Pc Multiply both sides by Pb /Pc to arrive at final absorption of good b:  εb −1  1−σ Pb C σ Pc C. Pb Cb = ωb L Pc Solving out for the ideal consumer price index yields 1   1−σ  εb −1 X C Pc =  ωbσ Pb1−σ  . L b∈{a,m,s}



Finally, multiplying both sides of the last expression by aggregate consumption per capita, C/L, and rearranging, yields the aggregate expenditure function 1   1−σ   ε −σ b X C Pc C = L  ωbσ Pb1−σ  . L b∈{a,m,s}
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C.2



Aggregate input-output table



The following derivations characterize the aggregate input-output structure in each country. A similar derivation can be found in Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013) for the special case of a two-country model. Equations (B.3), (B.6), and (B.7) together imply that Pbi Qbi = Pbi Cbi +



X



(1 − νni )µnbi



I X



Pnj Qnj πnji



j=1



n∈{a,m,s}



 = Pbi Cbi +



X



 (1 − νni )µnbi Pni Qni πnii + 



X



I



 (1 − νni )µnbi Pni Qni +



X







j=1 j6=i



I X



  (Pnj Qnj πnji − Pni Qni πnij )



j=1 j6=i



n∈{a,m,s}



= Ebi +



I



j=1 j6=i



 X



 Pnj Qnj πnji 



X X   (1 − νni )µnbi Pni Qni (1 − πnij ) + Pnj Qnj πnji 



n∈{a,m,s}



= Pbi Cbi +







j=1 j6=i



n∈{a,m,s}



= Pbi Cbi +



I X



(1 − νni )µnbi (Pni Qni + Nni ) ,



(C.1)



n∈{a,m,s}



where Nni =



I P



(Pnj Qnj πnji − Pni Qni πnij ) denotes country i’s net exports in sector n and



j=1



Ebi = Pbi Cbi denotes final absorption in sector b. Using equations (B.2) and (B.7), it follows that I



wi Lbi X = Pbj Qbj πbji νbi j=1 = Pbi Qbi πii +



I X



Pbj Qbj πbji



j=1 j6=i



= Pbi Qbi



I X



(1 − πij ) +



j=1 j6=i



= Pbi Qbi +



I X



I X



Pbj Qbj πbji



j=1 j6=i



(Pbj Qbj πbji − Pbi Qbi πij )



j=1 j6=i



= Pbi Qbi + Nbi .



(C.2)
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Substitute equation (C.2) into equation (C.1) and simplify to obtain   X νbi wi Lbi = νbi (Ebi + Nbi ) + wi Lni . (1 − νni )µnbi νni n∈{a,m,s}



Now let Vbi = wi Lbi denote value added in sector b, then         Vai Υaai Υmai Υsai Vai νai 0 0 Eai + Nai  Vmi  =  Υami Υmmi Υsmi   Vmi  +  0 νmi 0   Emi + Nmi  , Vsi Υasi Υmsi Υssi Vsi 0 0 νsi Esi + Nsi   bi . This can be written more parsimoniously as where Υnbi = (1 − νni )µnbi ννni   Vai  Vmi  =  Vsi | {z } | V  i   Vai  ⇒ Vmi  =  Vsi 



C.3



−1    1 − Υaai −Υmai −Υsai Eai + Nai νai 0 0 −Υami 1 − Υmmi −Υsmi   0 νmi 0   Emi + Nmi  −Υasi −Υmsi 1 − Υssi Esi + Nsi 0 0 νsi {z }| {z } Ωi Fi   Ωaai Ωami Ωasi Fai Ωmai Ωmmi Ωmsi   Fmi  . (C.3) Ωsai Ωsmi Ωssi Fsi



Link between sectoral productivity and sectoral prices



Appealing to equations (B.1) and (B.4) in Appendix B, I show that the price of the sector b composite good can be written as Pbi =



ubi , Zbi −1 θ



where ubi is the cost of a bundle of inputs for producers in sector b and Zbi = γb−1 Tbiνbi πbiib is the measured gross-output productivity.1 Expanding out the expression yields    µbni 1−νbi    νbi Y wi Pni 1   Pbi = Zbi νbi µbni (1 − νbi ) n∈{a,m,s}   Y  µ (1−νbi ) Pbi Gbi Pni bni ⇒ = . wi Zbi wi n∈{a,m,s}



The term Gbi = νbi−νbi



Q



n



(µbni (1 −νbi ))−µbni



specific parameters. Denote p˜bi = ln 1



γb = Γ(1 +



1 θb (1



Pbi wi



(1−νbi )



is a collection of exogenous, country-



, z˜bi = ln(Zbi ), and g˜bi = ln(Gbi ), and linearize the



− η))1/(1−η) , where Γ(·) is the Gamma function.
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system using logarithms to obtain        p˜ai µaai (1 − νai ) µami (1 − νai ) µasi (1 − νai ) p˜ai g˜ai − z˜ai  p˜mi  =  µmai (1 − νmi ) µmmi (1 − νmi ) µmsi (1 − νmi )   p˜mi  +  g˜mi − z˜mi  p˜si µsai (1 − νsi ) µsmi (1 − νsi ) µssi (1 − νsi ) p˜si g˜si − z˜si     −1  g˜ai − z˜ai p˜ai 1 − µaai (1 − νai ) −µami (1 − νai ) −µasi (1 − νai ) ⇒  p˜mi  =  −µmai (1 − νmi ) 1 − µmmi (1 − νmi ) −µmsi (1 − νmi )   g˜mi − z˜mi  g˜si − z˜si p˜si −µsai (1 − νsi ) −µsmi (1 − νsi ) 1 − µssi (1 − νsi ) {z } | Γi      p˜ai Γaai Γami Γasi g˜ai − z˜ai ⇒  p˜mi  =  Γmai Γmmi Γmsi   g˜mi − z˜mi  . (C.4) p˜si Γsai Γsmi Γssi g˜si − z˜si Equation (C.4) reveals the elasticity of each relative price with respect to measured grossoutput productivity: ∂ p˜bi ∂ ln(Pbi /wi ) = = −Γbni , (C.5) ∂ ln(Zni ) ∂ z˜ni where Γbni depends only on exogenous sectoral linkages country i.



C.4



Value-added prices and quantities



The sectoral prices, Pbi , in the paper refer to the price for gross output. Similar to Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013), I show how to derive the price deflator for sectoral value added. Begin by considering the aggregate sectoral production function in sector b:  1−νbi Y µbni  . Ybi = Zbi Lνbibi  Mbni n∈{a,m,s}



The optimality condition for spending on intermediate inputs of type n used in sector b is Pni Mbni = (1 − νbi )µbni Pbi Ybi . Substituting the optimality condition for Mbni into the production function implies that the production function can be written as  1−νbi   −µ bni Y Pni Ybi = Zbi Lνbibi  (1 − νbi )µbni Pbiµbni Ybiµbni  . µbni n∈{a,m,s}



P



Rearranging to solve out for Ybi , using the fact that



µbni = 1, yields



n∈{a,m,s}



1−νbi νbi



Ybi = Pbi



 (1 − νbi )



Y n∈{a,m,s}
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Pni µbni



−µbni



 1−ν bi ν bi







1 ν



Zbibi Lbi .



Finally, recall that value added in sector b is equal to νbi Pbi Ybi , which equals  1 νbi



νbi Pbi (1 − νbi )



Y n∈{a,m,s}



|







Pni µbni



−µbni



 1−ν bi ν bi







{z value-added price deflator



1 ν



Z bi L . | bi{z bi} } quantity of value added 1 ν



Implicitly the real value-added production function for sector b is Zbibi Lbi , which implies that 1 ν



the value-added measured productivity (real value added per worker) is Zbibi .



D



Calibrating productivity and trade barriers



I follow a parsimonious procedure to calibrate the fundamental productivity and trade barriers that can be broken down into three steps: 1) Given the value added and net export data, I use the input-output structure to recover final absorption. 2) Given the sectoral final absorption and data on GDP per capita, I recover the sectoral prices that support the expenditures using the representative household’s first-order conditions. 3) I use the recovered sectoral prices to recover sectoral productivity, and combine the prices with data on bilateral trade shares to recover the underlying trade barriers. Step 1) I have data on value added and net exports by sector for each economy, as well as the input-output coefficients. Using the aggregate input-output table for each country, equation (C.3), I rearrange to solve for the final absorption as Ei = Ω−1 i Vi − Ni . By construction, the final absorption include both private and public consumption and investment. 0 Step 2) Given the imputed sectoral expenditures, Ei = (Eai , Emi , Esi ) , I impute the sectoral prices that support the expenditures using the representative household’s first-order conditions as follows:  σ  1−σ  εa −εm ωa Pai /wi Ci Eai = Emi ωm Pmi /wi Li  σ  1−σ  εs −εm Esi ωs Psi /wi Ci = Emi ωm Pmi /wi Li   1  εb −σ  1−σ 1−σ X Pci Li  Ci Pbi  = ωbσ . wi Ci Li wi b∈{a,m,s}



In order to recover the prices Pai /wi , Pmi /wi , and Psi /wi (I solve for prices relative to the wage instead of absolute prices to simplify the next step), I feed in data on sectoral expenditures, Ebi (b ∈ {a, m, s}), per-capita consumption, Ci /Li , and the ideal consumer price index, Pci . Recall that I measure the latter two objects in a way that is internally consistent with the model as follows: I define GDP per capita (at PPP) in the model as yi = wi /Pci , which implies that Pci /wi = 1/yi , by taking yi directly from PWT80. I construct a measure of consumption 11



P   P wi b Ebi (final absorption) by using the identity Pci Ci = b Ebi , which implies Ci = , wi Pci P where I compute the wage as the aggregate value added per worker wi = (1/Li ) b Vbi . The term Li is the exogenous population. Step 3) The next step is to recover the productivity from the imputed prices. In Appendix C I show that the price of the sector b composite good can be expressed as ubi , Zbi



Pbi = where ubi =







wi νbi



νbi hQ  n



Pni µbni (1−νbi )



µbni i1−νbi



is the cost of a bundle of inputs for producers



− θ1 b



in sector b. The term Zbi = γb−1 (Tbi )νbi (πbii ) is the measured productivity in sector b in country i.2 Therefore, I can solve for measured productivity as a function of the prices as follows:    νbi µbni 1−νbi    Y 1 wi Pni /wi   Zbi = , b ∈ {a, m, s}. νbi µbni (1 − νbi ) Pbi n∈{a,m,s}



 I recover the fundamental productivity as Tbi =



1 θb



 ν1



γb Zbi πbii



bi



by taking πbii from the data.



The last thing to do is to calibrate the bilateral trade barriers. Through the lens of the model, the bilateral trade barrier between two countries appears as a wedge that reconciles the pattern of trade between them, taking the prices in both countries as given.  dbij =



πbij πbjj



− θ1  b



Pbi Pbj







For each sector b ∈ {a, m, s}, I make use of the data on bilateral trade shares, πbij , and the imputed prices, Pbi , to compute the bilateral trade barriers directly. In cases where πbij = 0 in the data, I set dbij = 108 (this is arbitrarily large enough to ensure that πbij ≈ 0 in the model). In cases where the computed barrier is less than 1, I set dbij = 1.



E



Robustness



In this section of the Appendix I consider alternative specifications of the model to evaluate the robustness of the main results. First, note that these alternative specifications do not change any of the accounting results in terms of the transmission from the composition of final demand to the composition of value added. As such, I will only focus on the channels through which sectoral linkages determine the composition of final demand in general equilibrium. 2



γb = Γ(1 +



1 θb (1



− η))1/(1−η) , where Γ(·) is the Gamma function.
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E.1



Alternative treatment of trade imbalances



In the baseline model, trade imbalances are treated as fixed as a share of world GDP as in Costinot and Rodr´ıguez-Clare (2014). In this case, I consider an alternative in which trade imbalances are handled and income proceeds from a global portfolio as in Caliendo et al. (2014). This allows for each country’s trade imbalance to change across counterfactuals with respect to world GDP. Modification to model Each country allocates an exogenous share of income ρi ∈ (0, 1), to a global portfolio. The global portfolio then disperses, in lump sum, a per-capita transfer R to each country. The representative household’s budget constraint becomes Pai Cai + Pmi Cmi + Psi Csi + ρi wi Li = wi Li + RLi Net exports in country i is thus given by ρi wi Li − RLi . At the global level, the portfolio must balance so I impose an additional market clearing condition: I X



RLi =



I X



i=1



ρi wi Li



i=1



Modification to calibration To implement this quantitatively I assign values to ρi for each country i so as to make the aggregate trade imbalances in the model as close as possible to the data. I do this by solving the following minimization problem: min (ζi − (ρi wi Li − RLi ))2



R,{ρi }Ii=1



PI s.t. R =



i=1 P I



ρi wi Li



Li ρi ∈ (0, 1) for all i, i=1



where ζi is the observed aggregate net exports in country i. As in the baseline model, I normalize the model units and the data units so that world GDP equals 1. Given the new treatment of trade imbalances, I recalibrate the country-specific fundamental productivity and trade barriers to match the same targets as in the baseline. The model matches the targets almost perfectly. In addition, Figure E.1 shows that the model reproduces very closely the trade imbalances in each country. Results relative to the baseline Using the calibrated model, I then run the same counterfactual as in the main text where fundamental productivity in each sector is increased equally across countries, by 35.83 percent in agriculture, 30.53 percent in industry, and 19.30 percent in services. Note that ρi , the share of country i’s income that is contributed to the global portfolio, remains unchanged across counterfactuals. The results are reported in Table E.1. 13



Figure E.1: Aggregate trade imbalances as a share of GDP
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Note: The figure plots each country’s trade imbalance as a share of its GDP in 2011. The vertical axis is the alternative model where trade imbalances are treated as transfers from a global portfolio as in Caliendo et al. (2014) and the horizontal axis is the data.



The results are practically the same as those in the baseline model. There are minor differences in the response of the composition of net exports, though. For instance, in the alternative model, industry’s share in net exports declines by more in poor countries, while service’s share in net exports increases by more in rich countries. However, the quantitative magnitude of this difference is small and the net effect on the composition of value added is almost identical in both models.



E.2



Alternative trade elasticities



In the baseline model I set the values of trade elasticities for each sector to θa = θm = θs = 4. This is based on estimates in Simonovska and Waugh (2014) for manufacturing trade only. However, given the importance of trade elasticities for evaluating how prices and trade flows respond to shocks, it is important to ask how robust the results are to different values of the trade elasticity, in particular, for allowing the trade elasticities to vary across sectors. I follow the methodology of Simonovska and Waugh (2014) and estimate trade elasticities for each sector using data for my sample of 41 countries.
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Table E.1: Response to exogenous change in fundamental productivity Baseline Changes Agr Ind Home trade share Poor 0.08 0.14 ∆ ln(πb ) (pct) Rich -1.15 -0.33 Measured productivity Poor 20.65 9.30 ∆ ln(Zb ) (pct) Rich 14.06 9.71 Sectoral price Poor -28.66 -24.85 ∆ ln(Pb /w) (pct) Rich -26.48 -23.78 Final domestic exp shr Poor -1.29 -0.90 ∆eb (ppts) Rich -0.19 -0.89 Net export share Poor 0.01 -0.03 ∆nb (ppts) Rich -0.04 0.01 Value added share Poor -1.02 -0.37 ∆vb (ppts) Rich -0.15 -0.49 Aggregate consumption Poor 19.20 ∆ ln(C) (pct) Rich 15.88



Endogenous trade imbalances Srv Agr Ind Srv 0.03 0.07 0.12 0.03 -0.06 -1.14 -0.34 -0.05 10.00 20.65 9.31 10.00 9.47 14.06 9.71 9.47 -19.71 -28.66 -24.86 -19.71 -18.48 -26.48 -23.78 -18.48 2.20 -1.29 -0.89 2.23 1.03 -0.19 -0.90 0.98 0.01 0.01 -0.06 -0.00 0.08 -0.04 0.01 0.13 1.38 -1.02 -0.38 1.39 0.64 -0.15 -0.49 0.64 19.24 15.82



Note: The table reports changes in key variables in response to equal changes in fundamental productivity, Tbi , across countries—agriculture increases by 35.83%, industry by 30.53%, and services by 19.30%—holding all other parameters at their baseline values. Results are for the average of the 5 richest and 5 poorest countries, respectively, in terms of GDP per capita in 2011. “Baseline” refers to the baseline model with aggregate trade imbalances held fixed as a share of world GDP. “Endogenous trade imbalances” refers to the alternative model in which trade imbalances are treated as income proceeds from a global portfolio as in Caliendo et al. (2014).



Additional data requirements In addition to bilateral trade shares (which I already have from WIOD) the method requires disaggregate price data as well as gravity variables. For price data I exploit basic headings data from the 2011 World Bank’s International Comparison Program (ICP). The data contains 18 categories under agriculture, 60 categories under industry, and 52 categories under services. PPPs are assigned to each country for every category, thus providing a “sample” of prices for the continuum of varieties in each sector. The gravity data—distance between countries and dummies for whether countries have a common border—come from CEPII (http://www.cepii.fr/cepii/en/welcome.asp). Estimating trade elasticities Simonovska and Waugh (2014) build on the procedure in Eaton and Kortum (2002), henceforth referred to as SW and EK, respectively. I briefly describe EK’s method before explaining SW’s method. For now, ignore sector subscripts, as θ for each sector is estimated independently.
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Recall the structural relationship   πij log = −θ(log dij − log Pi + log Pj ) πjj



(E.1)



where Pi and Pj denote the aggregate prices in countries i and j for the sector under consideration. If we knew dij , it would be straightforward to estimate θ, but we do not. A key element is to exploit cross-country data on disaggregate prices of goods within the sector to obtain an auxiliary estimate of dij . Let x denote a particular variety in the continuum within a given sector. Each country i faces a price, pi (x), for that variety. Ignoring the source of the producer of good x, ≤ dij . a simple no-arbitrage argument implies that, for any two countries i and j, ppji (x) (x) Thus, the gap in prices between any two countries provides a lower bound for the trade barrier between them. The model assumes that the same bilateral barrier applies to all varieties in the continuum, so max{ ppji (x) } ≤ τij , where X denotes the set of goods for (x) x∈X



which disaggregate prices are available. One could thus obtain the bilateral trade barrier as log dˆij (X) = maxx∈X {log pi (x) − log pj (x)}. EK derive a method of moments estimator, ρˆEK , as:   P P πij i j log πjj EK , (E.2) ρˆ = − P P ˆij (X) − log Pˆi (X) + log Pˆj (X)] i j [log τ P 1 where log Pˆi (X) = |X| log pi (x) is the average price of goods in X in country i and |X| x∈X



is the number of goods in X. SW show that the EK estimator is biased. This is because the sample of disaggregate prices is only a subset of all prices. Since the estimated trade barrier is only a lower bound to the true trade barrier, a smaller sample of prices leads to a lower estimate of τˆij and, hence, a higher estimate of ρˆEK . SW propose a simulated method of moments estimator to correct for the bias. The SW methodology is as follows. Start with an arbitrary value of θ. Simulate marginal costs for all countries for a large number of varieties as a function of θ. Compute the bilateral trade shares πij and prices pi (x) using the simulated marginal costs. Use a subset of the simulated prices and apply the EK methodology to obtain a biased estimate of θ, call it ρ(θ). Iterate on θ until ρˆEK = ρ(θ) to uncover the “bias-corrected” θ, call it θSW . The first step is to parameterize the distribution from which marginal costs are drawn. This step requires exploiting the structure of the model. The model implies that πij = Sj − Si − θ log(dij ), (E.3) log πii νi where Si ≡ log u−θ i Ti . Si governs the distribution of marginal costs in country i. In order to estimate this for each country, SW use a parsimonious gravity specification for trade barriers:



log dij = distk + brdrij + exj + εij . 16



(E.4)



The coefficient distk is the effect of distance between countries i and j lying in the kth distance interval.3 The coefficient brdrij is the effect of countries i and j having a shared border. The term exj is a country-specific exporter fixed effect. Finally, εij is a residual that captures impediments to trade that are orthogonal to the other terms. Combining the gravity specification with equation (E.3), SW use ordinary least squares to estimate Fi for each country and dij for all country pairs. The second step is to simulate prices for every variety in the “continuum” in every country. u Recall that pij (x) = dij νj j . Instead of simulating the idiosyncratic productivities, zj , Tj zj (x)



and trying to identify funamdental productivities, Ti , SW show how to simulate the inverse marginal costs, imcj = Tjνi zj (x)/dj . In particular, they show that the inverse marginal cost ˜ has the following distribution: F (imci ) = exp(−S˜i imc−θ i ), where Si = exp(Si ). I discretize the grid to 150,000 varieties and simulate the inverse marginal costs for each variety in each country. Combining the simulated inverse marginal costs with the estimated trade barriers, find the least-cost supplier for every country and every variety and then construct country-specific prices for composite goods as well as bilateral trade shares. The third step is to obtain a biased estimate of θ using the simulated prices. Choose X to be a subset of the 150,000 prices such that X contains the same number of disaggregate prices as in the data. Call that estimate ρn (θ). Then perform n = 1, . . . , 100 simulations. Finally, choose a value for θ such that the average “biased” estimate of θ from simulated prices is sufficiently close to the biased estimate obtained from the observed prices: 100



θSW = argminθ



1 X ρn (θ) − ρˆEK 100 n=1



!2 .



The SW method does not work with the services sector since there is not enough trade using the EK approach. I in the data. To circumvent this I construct an estimate of ρˆEK s SW then impute the bias-corrected value for θs by fitting a line through Cartesian coordinates with the EK estimates of ρˆEK and ρˆEK a m on the x-axis, and the bias-corrected estimates from SW SW the SW approach on the y-axis, θa and θm . I input θsEK on the x-axis and recover the SW “bias-corrected” value, θs as the y-value that falls on the line. My estimates yield θa = 8.8, θm = 5.6, and θs = 6.2. The estimate for industry is slightly higher than that of SW, but still within the range of estimates used in the literature. Caliendo and Parro (2015) propose another method for estimating trade elasticities. Their median elasticity across manufacturing subindustries is 5.3, and average is 8.2. Their estimate for agriculture is 8.1, very similar to my estimate. There is no existing estimate that I am aware of for the trade elasticity in services to compare to. However, given that the home trade shares in services are close to 1, and the trade barriers in services are large, this value does not play a significant role in the counterfactuals that I consider. 3



The distance intervals are measured in miles using the great circle method: [0,375); [375,750); [750,1500); [1500,3000); [3000,6000); and [6000,max).
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Modification to calibration Given the new values of θb in each sector, I recalibrate the country-specific fundamental productivities and trade barriers to match the same targets as in the baseline. Results relative to the baseline Using the calibrated model, I then run the same counterfactual as in the main text where fundamental productivity in each sector is increased equally across countries, by 35.83 percent in agriculture, 30.53 percent in industry, and 19.30 percent in services. The results are displayed in Table E.2. Table E.2: Response to exogenous change in fundamental productivity Baseline Changes Agr Ind Home trade share Poor 0.08 0.14 ∆ ln(πb ) (pct) Rich -1.15 -0.33 Measured productivity Poor 20.65 9.30 ∆ ln(Zb ) (pct) Rich 14.06 9.71 Sectoral price Poor -28.66 -24.85 ∆ ln(Pb /w) (pct) Rich -26.48 -23.78 Final domestic exp shr Poor -1.29 -0.90 ∆eb (ppts) Rich -0.19 -0.89 Net export share Poor 0.01 -0.03 ∆nb (ppts) Rich -0.04 0.01 Value added share Poor -1.02 -0.37 ∆vb (ppts) Rich -0.15 -0.49 Aggregate consumption Poor 19.20 ∆ ln(C) (pct) Rich 15.88



Different θb Srv Agr Ind Srv 0.03 0.14 0.13 0.01 -0.06 -1.92 -0.37 -0.03 10.00 20.65 9.31 10.00 9.47 13.99 9.69 9.46 -19.71 -28.67 -24.87 -19.72 -18.48 -26.38 -23.74 -18.46 2.20 -1.29 -0.90 2.20 1.03 -0.19 -0.89 1.01 0.01 0.05 -0.06 -0.00 0.08 -0.05 -0.03 0.14 1.38 -0.99 -0.38 1.37 0.64 -0.15 -0.51 0.66 19.22 15.85



Note: The table reports changes in key variables in response to equal changes in fundamental productivity, Tbi , across countries—agriculture increases by 35.83%, industry by 30.53%, and services by 19.30%—holding all other parameters at their baseline values. Results are for the average of the 5 richest and 5 poorest countries, respectively, in terms of GDP per capita in 2011. “Baseline” refers to the baseline model with trade elasticities equalized across sectors.“Different θb ” refers to the alternative model in which the trade elasticities are sector specific.



Since the trade elasticities are slightly different from the baseline model, the response of home trade shares, prices, and total income slightly differ somewhat, although the differences are small. Therefore, the alternative model produces structural change outcomes that are quantitatively similar from the baseline model. One would need to introduce counterfactually large or small trade elasticities to generate significantly different outcomes for structural change.
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E.3



Alternative preferences



A key channel in the model is how final absorption shares respond to relative prices, which hinges on the preference specification. I utilized generalized CES preferences from Comin, Lashkari, and Mestieri (2015) which allows for price effects (non-unit elasticity of substitution between goods) and income effects (income elasticities that differ across sectors). More common in the literature is Stone-Geary with CES, as in Herrendorf, Rogerson, and Valentinyi (2013) and Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013). The key difference between generalized CES and Stone-Geary with CES, is that in the former, income elasticities are constant at all levels of income. That is, Engle curves cut through the origin and are linear. In CES with Stone-Geary, Engel curves do not cut through the origin, and income elasticities converge to zero at high levels of income. However, the price effects are similar in the two models. As such any difference in results between these two specifications are dues to differences in income effects. Modification to model In this exercise I change the preference specification from generalized CES to CES with Stone-Geary. Namely, 



1−1/σ



Ci = ωa (Cai − Li c¯a )



+



1−1/σ ωm Cmi



1−1/σ



+ ωs (Csi − Li c¯s )



1  1−σ



(E.5)



Note that these preferences involve the same number of parameters as the preferences in the baseline. However, income effects are introduced via per-capita subsistence requirements, c¯a and c¯s . All other features of the model remain the same as in the baseline. Modification to calibration As in Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013) I further restrict attention to the case in which c¯s = 0. I set the elasticity of substitution, σ = 0.40 as in the baseline, and also keep the weights, ωa = 0.01, ωm = 0.06, and ωs = 0.93. I set c¯a = 0.078. This value implies that the world subsistence consumption is 30% of total agricultural consumption. In Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013) it is 60%, I target half of that value since I exclude mining and quarrying from agriculture, where Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013) include mining and quarrying in agriculture. I also experimented with other values of c¯a and the main takeaway remains unchanged. Given the preference parameters, I recalibrate the country-specific fundamental productivity and trade barriers to match the same targets as in the baseline. Results relative to the baseline Using the calibrated model, I then run the same counterfactual as in the main text where fundamental productivity in each sector is increased equally across countries, by 35.83 percent in agriculture, 30.53 percent in industry, and 19.30 percent in services. The results are displayed in Table E.3. Relative to the baseline model, there is little difference in the response of relative prices. This is the main point: the preference structure has little influence on how relative prices respond to productivity growth. That is, it is the difference in sectoral linkages that generates 19



Table E.3: Response to exogenous change in fundamental productivity Baseline Changes Agr Ind Home trade share Poor 0.08 0.14 ∆ ln(πb ) (pct) Rich -1.15 -0.33 Measured productivity Poor 20.65 9.30 ∆ ln(Zb ) (pct) Rich 14.06 9.71 Sectoral price Poor -28.66 -24.85 ∆ ln(Pb /w) (pct) Rich -26.48 -23.78 Final domestic exp shr Poor -1.29 -0.90 ∆eb (ppts) Rich -0.19 -0.89 Net export share Poor 0.01 -0.03 ∆nb (ppts) Rich -0.04 0.01 Value added share Poor -1.02 -0.37 ∆vb (ppts) Rich -0.15 -0.49 Aggregate consumption Poor 19.20 ∆ ln(C) (pct) Rich 15.88



CES with Stone Srv Agr Ind 0.03 0.07 0.12 -0.06 -0.44 -0.30 10.00 20.65 9.31 9.47 13.88 9.70 -19.71 -28.67 -24.85 -18.48 -26.27 -23.76 2.20 -1.08 -0.26 1.03 -0.06 -0.47 0.01 0.03 -0.05 0.08 -0.04 -0.01 1.38 -0.82 -0.08 0.64 -0.07 -0.26 22.48 19.61



Geary Srv 0.02 -0.06 10.00 9.47 -19.71 -18.48 1.36 0.48 0.01 0.10 0.90 0.33



Note: The table reports changes in key variables in response to equal changes in fundamental productivity, Tbi , across countries—agriculture increases by 35.83%, industry by 30.53%, and services by 19.30%—holding all other parameters at their baseline values. Results are for the average of the 5 richest and 5 poorest countries, respectively, in terms of GDP per capita in 2011. “Baseline” refers to the baseline model with generalized-CES preferences as in Comin, Lashkari, and Mestieri (2015). “CES with Stone Geary” refers to the alternative model with CES/Stone-Geary preferences as in Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013).



heterogeneity across countries in the response of relative prices to otherwise identical productivity growth. However, the income effect operates differently in the alternative model, leading to smaller changes in the composition of final absorption, and hence, smaller changes in the composition of value added relative to the baseline model.



E.4



Closed economy



To hone in on the importance of international trade, I examine an alternative model without trade. Modification to model There are no structural differences in the closed economy model relative to the baseline model. All differences are purely in terms of calibration. Modification to calibration I impose that the bilateral trade barriers are sufficiently large enough to discourage trade: dbij = 108 for all i 6= j. Further, trade imbalances in each 20



country are eliminated: ζi = 0 for all countries. I recompute the final absorption in each sector using equation C.3 with Nbi = 0 in each country. Given the counterfactual trade barriers and trade balances, I recalibrate the countryspecific fundamental productivity to match the same targets as in the baseline, excluding the bilateral trade shares of course. Results relative to the baseline Using the calibrated model, I then run the same counterfactual as in the main text where fundamental productivity in each sector is increased equally across countries, by 35.83 percent in agriculture, 30.53 percent in industry, and 19.30 percent in services. The results are displayed in Table E.4. Table E.4: Response to exogenous change in fundamental productivity



Changes Agr Home trade share Poor 0.08 ∆ ln(πb ) (pct) Rich -1.15 Measured productivity Poor 20.65 ∆ ln(Zb ) (pct) Rich 14.06 Sectoral price Poor -28.66 ∆ ln(Pb /w) (pct) Rich -26.48 Final domestic exp shr Poor -1.29 ∆eb (ppts) Rich -0.19 Net export share Poor 0.01 ∆nb (ppts) Rich -0.04 Value added share Poor -1.02 ∆vb (ppts) Rich -0.15 Aggregate consumption Poor ∆ ln(C) (pct) Rich



Baseline Ind 0.14 -0.33 9.30 9.71 -24.85 -23.78 -0.90 -0.89 -0.03 0.01 -0.37 -0.49 19.20 15.88



Closed economy Srv Agr Ind Srv 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 20.67 9.34 10.01 9.47 13.77 9.63 9.46 -19.71 -28.70 -24.91 -19.74 -18.48 -26.10 -23.61 -18.43 2.20 -1.36 -0.93 2.29 1.03 -0.20 -0.84 1.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.38 -1.08 -0.38 1.45 0.64 -0.14 -0.46 0.60 19.43 15.71



Note: The table reports changes in key variables in response to equal changes in fundamental productivity, Tbi , across countries—agriculture increases by 35.83%, industry by 30.53%, and services by 19.30%—holding all other parameters at their baseline values. Results are for the average of the 5 richest and 5 poorest countries, respectively, in terms of GDP per capita in 2011. “Baseline” refers to the baseline model with trade. “Closed” refers to the alternative model with no trade.



Note first that, in both rich and poor countries, changes in the composition of final demand in the alternative model are not significantly different from the changes in the baseline model. Second, note that changes in the composition of value added are only slightly different from the changes in the baseline model. That is not to say that trade is not important for structural change or for the hump shape at all, only that trade does not have a large influence in the mapping from exogenous productivity growth to changes in the composition of final demand in this particular counterfactual. In the counterfactual that I 21



consider, productivity growth rates are equalized across countries. As a result, the scope for changes in comparative advantage is limited. If one were to consider a scenario in which productivity grows asymmetrically across countries as in Uy, Yi, and Zhang (2013), then the composition of net exports would change much more, and so would the composition of value added, as in their paper. In addition, in the counterfactual that I consider, trade barriers are held fixed and only productivity changes over time. One can examine a different scenario in which structural change is induced by declining trade costs. In which case, there could be potentially substantial changes in relative prices, and hence changes in the composition of final absorption as well as the composition of net exports.
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